WHAT IS THE ANNUAL VALUE OF NAHU MEMBERSHIP?

EDUCATION
Advance designations, certifications, continuing education and online learning. $1,500 Value

CREDIBILITY
Knowledge, expertise, experience -- NAHU members are the experts in the industry. $Priceless

ADVOCACY
Lobby members of Congress, the Administration and state legislators on key issues that matter to you and your clients. $2,500 Value

PROMOTION
Media efforts that promote our advocacy efforts and the role of brokers. $750 Value

NETWORKING
Foster relationships that matter. $750 Value

INDUSTRY NEWS & REVIEWS
America’s Benefit Specialist magazine: The latest mergers and acquisitions to compliance and industry trends, updates and benchmarking. $250 Value

DISCOUNTS & TOOLS
Want to do what you do better and faster? NAHU offers members-only discounts on products to help you succeed. $750 Value

Legislative, Regulatory & Compliance Updates
Actions by Congress and government agencies have an immediate impact on your clients. $1,500 Value

ANNUAL VALUE
$8,000

Visit nahu.org/membership/join now to become a member and take advantage of the benefits of NAHU membership.